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Marketing Email 
 
Hi from 321,  
 
With everything going on (especially lately!), it can be hard to stay focused.  
 

 
 
So, here’s your reminder to pay more attention to your marketing efforts – but let’s think 
bigger than making things pretty or follower counts on social. 
 
As a 4x VP Marketing, I know that marketing often doesn’t get the respect it deserves – 
especially when it comes to growth.  
 
In startups and scale-ups, marketing can drive growth just as much as sales. But how do you 
distinguish between good and great marketing?  
 
Great marketing focuses you on the best markets and customers. 
 
Where good marketing will execute campaigns to your target markets, great marketing helps 
you determine the best markets and customers to target. The ones where you’re 
disproportionately likely to win.  
 
Marketing can also speed things up!  
 
Great marketing ensures that all your marketing assets are aligned with how your buyers want 
to buy from you. In turn, this helps you move them along your buyer journey more quickly.  
This is especially important in lean startups. It’s crucial to design campaigns that move buyers 
along your buyer journey quickly to shorten the sales cycle as much as possible. Finding an 
iterative, data-driven approach allows you to launch more campaigns quicker, iterate, and 
optimize to get to good outcomes faster. 
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Plus, it makes sales more efficient by running campaigns that generate qualified leads (no tire 
kickers, please!) with tools that allow them to execute in less time, with less effort (think: 
scripts, email templates, proposal templates, content, and more.).  
 
Great marketing needs great messaging. 
 
Sales cycles naturally slow down as prospects try to figure out what you do and why they 
should care. Clear, concise, and consistent messaging will ensure prospects don’t get stuck 
here and make it easier to convert.  
 
Getting this right to resonate with buyers (don’t forget about users and influencers too) is 
tough. But getting it wrong costs money and time. 
 
Marketing should make (or at least save) you money… 
 
Great campaigns that convert make you money and great campaigns that support retention 
and expansion save you money later down the road.  
 
But we know marketing can be expensive. Especially bad marketing.  
 
It could be costing you if your marketing is targeted at the wrong markets or if you’re choosing 
the wrong campaign to influence and convert your prospects.  
 
At 321, we believe marketing is equally critical to revenue growth as sales.  
 
But we also know it can be difficult to do well. That’s why we built our Growth Marketing 
course.  
 
We help founders (and team members) lacking in a deep marketing background to understand 
the basics so they can get the ball rolling… and then arm them to scale. You’ll emerge with 
knowledge of how to build campaigns that work for you with guidance from 321 and industry 
experts.  

https://321growthacademy.com/marketing/
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If you want to get on track with great marketing, then learn more about our Growth Marketing 
course, and register for the Fall 2021 cohort. Don’t be lacking in a fierce commitment to impact 
and outcomes.  
 
Unsure if Growth Marketing is what you need? No worries, we’d still love to connect! Book a 
call or send us a note to discuss other options.  
 
Cheers,  
 
Carey & the 321 team  
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